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Dear first-generation graduate students: I’m thinking of you today. Here are some things
that I wish someone had told me when I started graduate school. /1

a. Every encounter from here on out is a professional encounter. Be prepared and walk
into your classes prepared to act like a future colleague. It is your job to show your advisors
that that is what you are.

b. At the same time, you are also a student. Find a mentor to whose you can ask the
difficult questions. Sometimes that mentor is another graduate student who is more
advanced than you. Look for the person who is willing to admit their defeats, who will
demystify the process.

c. Your job is to become bilingual in the process of class/educational transformation while
remaining grounded in the knowledge and experience you bring to your writing and
research and teaching.
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d. Do not be intimidated by how many second-generation academics are in your classes.
Watch them and learn from their entitlement; grill them for knowledge. Your graduate
colleagues will become a network that supports you throughout your life. Cultivate it.

e. Have a second plan for your career. Use the resources of the university to cultivate that
second plan, whether it be a journalism program, a museum, a community-engagement
project, or any opportunities to get parallel degrees paid for. Occupy the institution to your
own ends.

f. At the same time, be an institutional actor and builder. Show up for talks, show up for
your cohort and friends and the people in and outside of your department. Learn where
the money is and put on programming that is meaningful to you and your intellectual
communities.

g. Learn where the money is.

h. Learn where the money is.

i. Repeat after me: you are not in your program by accident or out of charity. You earned it.
You traveled farther and paid a higher cost. Be proud of that. You are already more
excellent than you can even understand. Which leads me to this:

j. Make friends with your imposter syndrome. Literally make that voice in your head a
person whose presence you welcome and utilize. Oh hey Imposter Me: welcome to the
table again. You get five minutes and then I have to get back to work.

j, still: Make your internal imposter the friend who will never let you become mediocre.
Make your internal imposter the voice in your head that makes you get outside of your
work and hear it from another point of view.

j, still: Make your imposter the critical voice that will make room for a new university.
Which brings me to,
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k. Don’t complain: build. When you need something more or better from the institution,
research solutions and go in with alternatives to present to the people with resources. Then
build those solutions. If you can’t find resources, co-op and share where you can. Which
brings...

l. When you need something from people with resources, one good way to get those
resources is to ask for advice. Everyone loves to give advice and everyone loves to help
someone who will do the work but needs their insight. For instance:

l, still: “I was thinking that minority students need someone to come in & talk about the
job market from the pt of view of someone doing X studies, but I’m not sure how to make it
happen. I’d be happy to do all of the footwork but can you help me find resources?”

m. back to, find the money

n. make sure to master the various modes of academic writing, from the email asking for
money to the grant application. make use of office hours, internal support mechanisms
and senior grad students to master those genres. if that doesn’t exist, build it.

o. find a therapist, take care of your body. you will never have this much time again.

p. people with children: it’s ok if the job you are doing is imperfect. the job everyone is
doing is imperfect. learn to skim, take copious notes in class, and look up the reviews for
every book you read. cut corners. everyone does.

q. women, queers, sexually vulnerable people: develop a network of peers who will give you
the institutional skinny on who is safe to work with and who is not. before you commit to
working with anyone, ask around carefully, learn about their habits, temperament and
reputation.

r. Here is another real thing: you will know the people you study and work with FOR THE
REST OF YOUR LIFE. study and understand the strange animal that is academic sociality.
you must have networks to flourish and to do good work because you need interlocutors.
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s. learn how to give good feedback; start finding people who will tell you the truth about
your work. do not be afraid of challenging teachers. you want to work with them, you really
do.

s. sorry i blathered so much! keep adding so I can learn from you, too.

s, still: please correct, tweak, change any of the above. I’ve been out of grad school for a
long time and I’ll bet some of this is dated.
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"Josh, so like, are you EVER gonna
get married again and have kids?"
Me: "Nope." "BUT EVERYBODY
DOES IT!" That's it. That's the *only*
good reason anyone ever has. It's
never about, "It will make you
happy." (Let's not discuss the, "She
will cook and clean for you!" part...)

I'm happy. REALLY HAPPY! I have
my own wonderful place. I'm working
on graduate degree with guaranteed
funding. I volunteer at the shelter.
Always have doggo friends at home. I
have awesome friends. In super good
health. And have nerdy hobbies to
enjoy. But it's not enough. NOP!

But even if marriage *was* about
happiness: So you're telling me, I
*must* be sad because I haven't
found someone - who might not even
exist, btw - who makes me SO
FUCKING HAPPY that I'd risk
everything that I've worked to build
for years. Really?
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i fucking hate android. i want to make
an android app but it's FUCKING
impossible.

i have an API interface that can
produce jpeg urls and a Glide that can
ingest them and a recyclerview and
THIS IS ALL THE TUTORIAL SAYS

sure just write my adapter.
WHATEVER. just WRITE it. NO BIG
DEAL RIGHT? SURE I'LL JUST
WRITE THIS
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9-11 Dov Kakheim- Pentagon
Comptroller: Called for " some
catastrophic and catalyzing event like
a new Pearl Harbor"

Dov Kakheim went from his position
at Systems Planning Corp to become
the Comptroller of the Pentagon in
May 2001.

Tridata Corporation a subsidiary of
SPC oversaw the investigation after
the terrorist attack on the WTC in
1993.
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Something I wished we talked about
more often: the unique challenges of
learning how to lead a team as a
new/young manager. Specifically in
the context of tech. And also in the
context of Nigeria/Ghana.

I'm 29. I've been responsible for
teams for a little over 2.5 years. I've
picked up a few things, but it's a
process of trial/error and my early
mistakes turn my stomach. I feel
there're too few places new managers
can go learn how to help teams do the
best work of their lives.

In no particular order, here're some
things I wish someone had told me 3
years ago. 1. There is a profound,

important difference between being
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When you have to consider leaving
your PhD off your resume just to find
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the status of education and what it
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thread time with the curse of
overeducation. #tjto10k

I was unemployed for 7 months after
I graduated and even then I had to
put 2 adjunct positions together to
make a somewhat acceptable salary. I
remember people telling me that I
had a PhD so it shouldn’t be that hard
to find a job. Me:
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A thread on podcast interviews:
Always be curious.

I've had guests on
@WannaBePodcast who start the
interview really guarded and hard to
talk to. Being curious helps. So does
research and anchor questions.

I rarely speak to someone that I'm not
genuinely curious about. Sometimes I
start digging and it's shallow
sometimes it's deep. The big things
can be little things and vice versa.
Follow your curiosity.
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